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Connection of Old Concrete with New Concrete-Overlays
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SUMMARY
If a new layer of concrete is applied to existing concrete with the aim of strengthening or
repairing a structure, the result is a composite structure. The bond interface can crack
even if the design and the work is carried out carefully. The forces must then be carried
with the aid of reinforcement passing across the interface. This paper describes a simple
computational model and corresponding tests with a new type of mechanical connector.

RÉSUMÉ
Si l'on ajoute unenouvelle couche de béton sur une construction en béton afin de renforcer

celle-ci, il en résulte une construction mixte. Même si l'exécution est très soignée, il
arrive que le joint soit fissuré. La transmission des forces à travers le joint doit se faire à
l'aide d'une armature. Cet article présente un modèle de calcul simple ainsi que les
essais correspondants avec des connecteurs mécaniques.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Wird eine neue Betonschicht auf eine bestehende Betonkonstruktion aufgebracht, in der
Absicht, das Tragwerk zu verstärken oder instandzusetzen, so entsteht ein Verbundtragwerk.

Auch bei sorgfältiger Arbeit kann es geschehen, dass die Verbundfuge reisst. Die
auftretenden Kräfte müssen dann mit Hilfe einer Bewehrung durch die Fuge geleitet
werden. Die vorliegende Arbeit berichtet über ein einfaches Rechenmodell und
entsprechende Versuche mit mechanischen Verbindungsmitteln.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The demand for the strengthening of
concrete structures is rapidly
increasing This is in part due to changes
in the use of, or increases in the service
loads for structures, but also results
from the growing need for repair of
damage and wear In many cases, a

loadbearing layer of new concrete
(overlay) is applied over the existing
concrete structure This overlay is
usually placed as cast- or
pneumatically-placed concrete

new concrete

new concrete reinforced)

Fio 1 Examples for the method of strengthening
It can work to augment either the flexural compression or

tension zones, depending on reinforcement and placement (see Fig 1)

2 STATUS OF COMPUTATION METHODS

Initially, the stresses in the bond interface result from a combination of external loads
and internal restraint forces Fig 2 shows the development of internal stresses resulting
from shrinkage and temperature gradients in the new concrete Note that these stresses
are typically maximum at the slab edges The combination of external and internal

Fig 2 Loading and stresses of new layer of concrete
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stresses often exceed the capacity of the initial bond, thus requiring the designer to
consider a cracked interface This is particularly true in the case of bridge overlays which
are subjected to fatigue stresses resulting from traffic loads Furthermore, these stresses
are dependent on time and bond failure can take place years after overlay placement
If the bond interface is cracked, the stresses may be considered to result from external
loads only, since the cracked interface releases the internal stresses This assumption
requires reinforcement to cross the bond interface in order for shear transfer to occur, a
necessary condition for the monolithic design of the section
Improvement in the performance of the bond between new and old concrete can be
achieved by (a) careful preparation of the old surface (b) formulating a special, low-
shrinkage concrete or a concrete made from low-heat cement or (c) through suitable
methods of placement, such as pneumatically-placed concrete Furthermore, chemical
primers and bonding slurries can be used It must then be borne in mind that even if the
bond is made properly, i e the strength of the bond is the same as that of the base
material, the underlying concrete may fail anyway In many cases, failure of the bond can
also be attributed to sub-standard work or unrealistic requirements for work execution
In jobsite practice, it has been found that the stringent requirements for both planning
and execution are not met in many cases As a result, design standards usually require
very low shear stresses unless transverse reinforcement is provided to facilitate transfer
of the shear force through the bond layer Such mechanical transfer is also required by
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AASHTO [1] in bridge decks The amount of transverse reinforcement required is
characterized as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of reinforcement crossing the
interface to the area of concrete being placed. AASHTO specifies a minimum
reinforcement ratio of 0.08%, but studies [2] have shown that this amount of
reinforcement is not adequate to maintain monolithic behaviour after the bond is broken
Instead, a reinforcement ratio of 0.28% is suggested The cost of placing these
connectors can be as much as 15 to 20% of the total rehabilitation cost. Another study
[3] indicates that a reinforcement ratio of more than 0.1% would be uneconomical and
that much smaller ratios could be used if the surface of the interface is scarified prior to
placing the overlay.
Since these influencing factors are very difficult to control and quantify, the obvious
procedure is to use the assumption of cracked concrete associated with reinforced
concrete design and to assign the acting tensile forces to transverse reinforcement
crossing the bond interface If existing reinforcement is insufficient, additional
reinforcement or mechanical connectors may be required The working principle of shear
transfer in a cracked bond interface can be compared with the problem of the transfer of
shear forces across a crack in normally reinforced concrete subjected to bending and
shear This problem has been the subject of many comprehensive studies [4, 5, 6] In a
crack, however, the surface roughness differs from the roughness of an existing concrete
surface resulting from various methods of surface preparation

3. SETTING UP THE DESIGN MODEL

The model for the design is set up on the basis of a trussed framework analogy
commonly used for many cases in cracked reinforced concrete. A model of this kind
serves the engineer by simplifying the visualisation of various relevant influencing
factors. This model assumes relatively thin connectors with diameters < 20 mm A tensile
force is set up in the connector when a crack opens at the bond interface The shear
resistance of the connector is relatively small and only becomes effective if the surface of
the bond interface is smooth These relationships have been presented very clearly in
the work done by Tsoukantas and Tassios [7]

Key for Fig. 3:

V Shear force in bond
F Tensile force in connector (dowel)
C Compressive force in concrete
a Angle of line of action of

compression
w Width of crack in bond
s Slip of bond
r Interlocking of crack surface

(classified as roughness)

From Fig. 3 the following dependencies
can be derived for a composite system stressed by shear force V
* The magnitude of tensile force F in the connector is dependent on the shear force V
and the angle a of the line of action of compression C

* The effect of the roughness is expressed in the model by the angle a of the line of
action of compression C Tésts show that the roughness of the bond interface is of
decisive importance for the bond shear force which can be transferred. The achieveable
roughness depends on jobsite conditions and the tools, equipment, etc. available to the
workmen Since making a surface very rough can result in high construction costs, an

Fig 3 The trussed framework model
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High Strength
Steel Bare

Fia 4 Shear test (Choi [9])

optimum balance between the roughness requirements and the number of connectors
must be achieved. The effect of surface roughness has an upper limit which is given by
fracture of the new or the old concrete adjacent to the interface zone
* The stiffness under tension St of the
connector depends on its cross-sectional
area and length as well as the effectivness
of its anchorage in the two layers of
concrete. The stiffness is decisive for the
tensile force that results from a certain
crack width w. The crack width, in turn, is
limited by the surface roughness. If

serviceability requirements limit the crack
width, stiffer connectors must be employed
For laboratory tests, the following aspects
are of note It is best for the trussed
framework model to be segregated into tension and compression lines of action. The
large number of influencing factors can then be sorted out and studied through simple
tests.
First, simple pull-out tests of the connectors are carried F
out to determine the stiffness and ultimate loading capacity JL
of the connectors. The parameters to be investigated are 1

the concrete compressive strength fc, the mode of
anchorage in the old concrete, and the anchorage in the
new concrete as determined by the anchor geometry
The transmission of shear is then studied during pure
shear tests For these tests, the surface roughness, the
normal stress in the bond and, again, the concrete
compressive strength, are varied. When carrying out the
shear tests, particular care must be taken to ensure that
no secondary trussed frameworks are induced by the
transfer of loads and that the two layers of concrete can
move away from each other with parallel crack edges.
Figures 4 and 5 show typical arrangements for shear tests.
The overall performance is then studied by conducting
building component tests.

connecte

loooool

Fig 5 Shear test (Walraven [4])

New
Concrete
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4. INVESTIGATION OF APPLICABILITY OF EXPERIMENTAL HILTI JUMBO-NAILS TO
FAST-TRACK BONDED CONCRETE OVERLAYS

An investigation has been performed at the Fergusson
Structural Engineering Laboratory (FSEL) at the University
of Texas at Austin. The objective was to study the use of
the experimental Hilti Jumbo-Nail to permit construction of
fast-track bonded concrete overlays when environmental
conditions endanger the development of bond between the
substrate and the overlay, or as a means to limit or
eliminate substrate surface preparation The concept of
the Hilti Jumbo-Nail is derived from powder-actuated
fastener technology. It provides for rapid installation of
dowel-like fasteners without chemical adhesives, thus
reducting labor and material costs and permitting
immediate placement of new concrete

Old
Concrete

-I12 mm Stopped Hole ||

10 mm Hole
11 mm Nail Shank

V
Fig. 6 Hilti Jumbo-Nail
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A number of tests have been conducted to study the effectiveness of the Hilti Jumbo-Nail
for controlling overlay cracking and preventing or arresting delamination [8] [9],
The test program for the pull-out tests
was designed to simulate field conditions
as closely as possible. Variables such as
the concrete strength, the location of the
nail with respect to the edge of the slab,
cracks in the concrete, or other
conditions that would normally be
encountered during the application of the
nails were studied along with as well as
subtle variations from the recommended
installation procedure. 336 pull-out tests
were performed, and the results (Fig. 7)
are documented by Colecchia [8],
The nail pull-out test results show that an edge distance of 215 mm is necessary for a
Jumbo Nail driven into 30 MPa concrete to develop full pull-out strength. Accordingly, a
Hilti Jumbo Nail shear test specimen would require overall dimensions considerably
larger than those of a standard shear test. It was therefore decided to devise an ,,in-situ
push-off test". Replicates of four concrete slabs used for the pull-out tests were used as
the base slabs. The overlays were cast
on top of the base slabs and cured. Up to
sixteen overlays were cast on each base
slab (Fig. 8). Advantages of the in-situ
push-off test method are that many test
specimens can be made using one set of
forms and the shear test can be

performed inplace as soon the overlay
gains the desired strength. 116 overlays
were cast and tested over a period of 12
months. The results are documented by
Choi [9],
It should be noted that all overlays were cast against the dry top surface of the base slab
in this study. Since the moisture condition on a base slab can only be decided
qualitatively before placement of an overlay, it was decided to keep all interfaces dry to
eliminate the effect of moisture from the test results. The top surface of the base slab
was roughened and the overlay cast on the roughened surface for most test specimens.
For some test specimens, the overlay was cast on the relatively smooth troweled surface
of the base slab. The reinforcement ratio was controlled through the use of a template
and the placement of single or paired nails. The minimum reinforcement ratio was 0.13%
and the maximum was 0.38%.
The test variables included: (a) the compressive strength and aggregate type of the base
concrete, (b) the roughness of the interface and (c) the presence of cracks in the base
slab. A number of flexural cracks was created on one face of the base slabs. In some
tests, the adhesion between the base concrete and the overlay was intentionally broken
using a bond breaker and some tests were performed early to analyse early-age
interface shear strength development. The test results of two unbonded specimens and
two bonded specimens are plotted for comparison in Fig. 9. All four test specimens had
the same contact area and used paired nails (p 0.38%). The shear load versus
horizontal displacement plots of unbonded test specimens did not show the sharp peaks
previously encountered with bonded test specimens.

Fig. 7 Example for pull-out tests
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Fig. 9 shows that the unbonded specimens
using paired nails were effective in limiting
the horizontal displacement to small values
when the applied shear loads are relatively
low. The magnitude of shear loads in the
relatively flat plateaus in bonded specimens
and unbonded specimens are similar at
larger dispacements. This is important for
relief of shrinkage stresses in the layer of
new concrete.

5. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS Fia. 9 Example for shear tests

For concrete overlays, the model shown in Fig. 3 provides a suitable design basis. The
following applies fundamentally: the design resistance of the connectors and the
compressive tie must be at least equal to the design value of the tensile and
compressive forces calculated from the actions. The partial safety factors for resistance
must be stipulated according to the mode of failure. The tensile force in the vertical
component of the strut is carried by the resistance of the connector. The number of
connectors per unit of area is calculated from the area over which the connectors are
effective. Installing connectors over a large area can be avoided if the shear force set up
by external actions is low. In such cases, however, connectors are still required in the
edge zones owing to the unavoidable forces of constraint. The force to be resisted by the
connectors is then calculated from the tensile force which corresponds to concrete
cracking in the overlay.

6. SUMMARY

A simple methodolgy is presented for the design of shear connectors in concrete
overlays. The strut model used has wide-ranging application for concrete-concrete bond
interfaces subjected to shear loading. Ongoing research in this field is being conducted
by Hilti Corporate Research in conjunction with its partner Universities.
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